Figures that visualize the structure of several of the experiments summarized in the main paperare presented, as well as a list of the studies included in the meta-analysis of 3 resource polygons. Table S1 . Outcomes of MixSIR and SIAR based analyses for equilateral 3 end-member scenarios. These outputs are for the resource that contributed 80% to the hypothetical consumer. The mean ± SD, median, 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles, and 95% confidence interval are presented. The 95% confidence interval is calculated as the difference between the 97.5th and 2.5th percentiles. The polygon surface area has units of SD 2 . These outcomes show that the SIAR based outputs are less accurate and much less precise than the MixSIR based outputs. For the resources that contributed 10% to the hypothetical consumer, very comparable results were obtained. For a rectangular case (not shown), similar outcomes were obtained, i.e. MixSIR was more accurate and much more precise 
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Lavoie RA, Rail JF, Lean DR (2012) Fig. 2a ,b, polygon comprised of C3, C4, and epiphyton. Fig. 2d ,e, polygon comprised of phytoplankton, SPOM, and biofilm. 2f,g,h,i,j, polygon comprised of BSOM+CPOM, biofilm, and epiphyton.
Masello JF, Wikelski M, Voigt CC, Quillfeldt P (2013) Distribution patterns predict individual specialization in the diet of dolphin gulls. PLoS ONE 8:e67714 Fig. 4a . Polygon comprised of mussels, shag prey, and krill. 
